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Living in a time of radical changes,the destiny of calligraphers in the Republic of 
China was also bound with the mysterious politics at the time.After moving to Taiwan 
that just broke away from the colonial rule of Japan,calligraphers from the Chinese 
mainland played a key role in reconstructing a new calligraphy pattern with their 
ideas,proposals and works.As cross-strait relations continue to improve,the 
calligraphy system in Taiwan is gradually highlighted. This paper discusses how these 
calligraphers continue calligraphic styles of the Republic of China in Taiwan under 
the special and political circumstance,and offers an interpretation for the present 
calligraphic pattern in Taiwan. 
Calligraphy in Taiwan and mainland are both derived from the same root, closely 
connected, although they are separated by the channel. From Qing dynasty to 
Japanese era, on one hand Taiwan culture was cultivated by culture matrix and 
influenced by Chinese tradition; on the other hand, tradition encountered with 
modern—though succession, conflicts, and merging, Taiwan culture showed a very 
sophisticated scene under colonization. Taiwan calligraphy underwent such three 
stages as acceptance, tolerance, and mixing, caused by the historical, time, and social 
circumstances. Taiwan calligraphy was walking on the edge triggered evolution. 
Calligraphers who moved to Taiwan were in this dilemma, Taiwan calligraphy 
couldn’t inherit the calligraphy tradition of Republic of China.  
Now in Taiwan, Chinese calligraphy is suffering labor pain. The situation cannot 
be simply described as two conflicting parts—non-tradition and modern structure, but 
a sophisticated and diverse structure like honey-comb. Contemporary Taiwan 
calligraphy is consisted by continuation of classic style, exploration in modern era, 
documentation by videos. Collision and fusion between Chinese and Western culture 
brings prosperity to modern society, collapse to the tradition concept--“beauty and 
function all in one”. On one hand, calligraphy becomes history that everyone should 
learn, which cut the connection with daily lives, then abandons the general meaning in 
ethic sense—signifying the quality of a person; one the other hand, it shows the 















more purely identified by the people who are closely connected to it. 
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